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Abstract 

In the present paper, we define and introduce a new type of topological 
transitive map called type-γ transitive and investigate some of its properties in 

( ) γγ ττ ,,X  denotes the topology-γ of a given topological space ( ) ., τX  
Relationships with some other type of transitive maps are given. We list some 
relevant properties of the type-γ transitive map. Further, we introduce the 

notions of minimal-γ  mapping. We have proved that every topologically 

type-γ transitive map is a transitive map, but the converse not necessarily true, 

and that every minimal-γ  map is a minimal map, but the converse not 
necessarily true. 

1. Introduction 

Maps and of course irresolute maps stand among the most important 
notions in the whole of pure and applied mathematical science. Various 
interesting problems arise when one considers openness. Its importance 
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is significant in various areas of mathematics and related sciences. In 
1972, Crossley and Hildebrand [17] introduced the notion of 
irresoluteness. Many different forms of irresolute maps have been 
introduced over the years. Andrijevic [1] introduced a new class of 
generalized open sets in a topological space, the so-called b-open sets. 
This type of sets was discussed by Ekici and Caldas [5] under the name of 

open-γ  sets. The class of γ -open sets is contained in the class of semi-

preopen sets and contains all semi-open sets and preopen sets. The class 
of -γ open sets generates the same topology as the class of preopen sets. A 

subset A of a topological space X is said to be open-γ  [5] (resp., open-α  [6]), 

if ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ( )( )( )..,resp AIntClIntAAIntClAClIntA ⊆∪⊆  The complement 

of -γ open set is called -γ closed. The family of all -γ open (resp., open-α ) 

subsets of ( )τ,X  will be denoted by γτ  or ( )XOγ  (resp., ατ  or ( )XOα ). 

Throughout this paper, the word “space” will mean topological space. 
Recently, there has been some interest in the notion of a locally closed 
subset of a space. According to Bourbaki [16], a subset S of a space ( )τ,X  

is called locally closed, if it is the intersection of an open set and a closed 
set. Ganster and Reilly used locally closed sets in [13] and [14] to define 
the concept of LC-continuity, i.e., a function ( ) ( )σ→τ ,,: XXf  is LC-

continuous, if the inverse with respect to f of any open set in Y is closed in 
X. The study of semi open sets and semi continuity in topological spaces 
was initiated by Levine [6]. Bhattacharya and Lahiri [8] introduced the 
concept of semi generalized closed sets in topological spaces analogous to 
generalized closed sets, which was introduced by Levine [5]. The 
collections of semi-open, semi-closed sets, and sets-α  in ( )τ,X  will be 

denoted by ( ) ( ),,,, ττ XSCXSO  and ,ατ  respectively. Ogata [7] has 

shown that ατ  is a topology on X with the following properties: 

( ) ,, αααα τ=ττ⊆τ  and ατ∈S  if and only if ,\NUS =  where τ∈U  

and N is nowhere dense ( )( )( )ϕ=NClInti.e.,  in ( )., τX  Hence ατ=τ  if 

and only if every nowhere dense (nwd) set in ( )τ,X  is closed. Clearly, 
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every α -set is semi-open and every nwd set in ( )τ,X  is semi-closed. 

Andrijevic [1] has observed that ( ) ( ),,, τ=τα XSOXSO  and that 

XN ⊆  is nwd in ( ) NX ⇔τα,  is nwd in ( )., τX  

In this paper, we will define a new class of topological transitive 
maps called topological -γ transitive and a new class of -γ minimal maps. 

We will also study some of their properties. Relationships with some 
other type of transitive maps are given. We list some relevant properties 
of  -γ type transitive map. Finally, one can see Murad Kaki [27] and [28] 

for some other new types of topological transitive maps. 

2. Preliminaries and Definitions 

Definition 2.1. By a topological system, we mean a pair ( ),, fX  

where X is a topological space (the phase space), and XXf →:  is a 

continuous function. The dynamics of the system is given by ( ),1 nn xfx =+  

N∈∈ nXx ,0  and the solution passing through x is the sequence 

{ ( )},nxf  where .N∈n  

Definition 2.2. A continuous map XXf →:  is called topologically 

mixing, if given any nonempty open subsets ,1, ≥∃⊆ NXVU  such 

that ( ) φ≠∩ VUf n  for all .Nn >  Clearly, if f is topologically mixing, 

then it is also transitive but not conversely. 

Devaney’s definition of chaos. Let X be a metric space. A 
continuous map XXf →:  is said to be chaotic on X, if 

(1) f is transitive; 

(2) the set of all periodic points of the map f is dense in X; 

(3) f has sensitive dependence on initial conditions. 
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Theorem 2.3. If XXf →:  is transitive and has dense periodic 

points, then f has sensitive dependence on initial conditions. 

First of all, any definition of chaos must face the obvious question [1]: 
Is it preserved under topological conjugation ? That is to say, if f is 
chaotic and if we have a commutative diagram 

 

where Y is another metric space and h is a homeomorphism, then is g 
necessarily chaotic? 

Certainly, transitivity and the existence of dense periodic points are 
preserved as they are purely topological conditions. However, sensitivity 
is a metric property and in general, it is not preserved under topological 
conjugation. 

Definition 2.4. The system ( ),,, fdX  where X is infinite set (the 

phase space), d is a metric on X, and XXf →:  is a continuous map 

(the evolution equation). [2] is Devaney chaotic if and only if for each 
φ≠⊆ UXU ,  and open, for each XV ⊆  and φ≠V  and open, there 

exists periodic point ,Up ∈  there exists N∈n  such that ( ) .Vpf n ∈  

Definition 2.5. A topological space ( )τ,X  is irreducible, if every pair 

of nonempty open subsets of the space X has a nonempty intersection. 

Theorem 2.6. Prove that a topological space ( )τ,X  is an irreducible 

space if and only if each nonempty -γ open set W is dense in ( )., γτX  

Theorem 2.7. ( )τ,X  is irreducible if and only if ( )γτ,X  is 

irreducible. 
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Theorem 2.8. Let ( )τ,X  be a topological space and let .XY ⊆  Then 

the following conditions are equivalent: 

(1) Y is dense in ( )., γτX  

(2) An improper γ -closed subset containing Y is X. 

(3) ( ) .XYInt =γ  

3. Applications of γ -Open Sets 

Definition 3.1. Let A be a subset of a space X. Recall that a point 
Xx ∈  is said to be -γ limit point of A, if for each -γ open set U containing 

,x  { }( ) .\ φ≠∩ xAU  The set of all limit-γ  points of A is called a 

-γ derived set of A and is denoted by ( ).ADγ  

A set U is dense in X if for any x in X either x in U or x is a limit point 
for U. Note that if A is closed and AXU \=  is a dense set in X, then 

( ) .φ=AInt  

Theorem 3.2. For subsets BandA  of a space X, the following 

statements hold: 

(1) ( ) ( ),ADAD ⊆γ  where ( )AD  is the derived set of A; 

(2) if ,BA ⊆  then ( ) ( );BDAD γγ ⊆  

(3) ( ) ( ) ( )BADBDAD ∪⊆∪ γγγ  and ( ) ( ) ( );BDADBAD γγγ ∩⊆∩  

(4) [ ( ( )) ] ( );ADAADD γγγ ⊆−  

(5) [ ( )] ( ).ADAADAD γγγ ⊆ ∪∪  

Example 3.3. Let { }cbaX ,,=  with topology { }{ }.,, Xaϕ=τ  Thus, 

we have { } { } { }{ }.,,,,,, Xcabaaϕ=τγ  
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Definition 3.4 ([30], p.178). A point Xx ∈  is said to be a -γ interior 

point of A, if there exists a -γ open set U containing x such that .AU ⊆  

The set of all -γ interior points of A is said to be -γ interior of A and 

denoted by ( ).AIntγ  A is -γ open if and only if ( ) .AAInt =γ  

Definition 3.5. A subset A of a space X is said to be 

(1) -α open [7] if ( )( )( );AIntClIntA ⊆  

(2) semi-open [6] if ( )( );AIntClA ⊆  

(3) pre-open [21] if ( )( );AClIntA ⊆  

(4) -β open [22] if ( )( )( );AClIntClA ⊆  

(5) -γ open [5] if ( )( ) ( )( ).AIntClAClIntA ∪⊆  

Definition 3.6 ([2]). A space X is said to be -γ compact, if every 

-γ open cover of X has a finite subcover. A subset A of a space X is said to 

be -γ compact relative to X, if every cover of A by γ-open sets of X has a 

finite subcover. 

Lemma 3.7 ([23]). If U is an open set, then ( ) ( )( )AClUClAUCl ∩∩ =  

and hence ( ) ( ).AUClAClU ∩∩ ⊆  

Theorem 3.8. ([29] p.7). For subsets BandA  of a space X, the 

following statements are true: 

(1) ( )AIntγ  is the largest -γ open set contained in A; 

(2) A is -γ open if and only if ( ) ;AAInt =γ  

(3) [ ( )] ( );AIntAIntInt γγγ =  

(4) ( ) ( ) ( );BAIntBIntAInt ∪⊆∪ γγγ  

(5) ( ) ( ) ( ).BIntAIntBAInt γγγ ∩⊆∩  
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Example 3.9. Let { }dcbaX ,,,=  with topology { { } { } }.,,,, Xbaaφ=τ  

Thus, 

{ { } { } { } { } { } { } { } }.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, Xdcadbacbadacabaaφ=τγ  

Definition 3.10. A topological space ( )τ,X  is said to be 2T−γ  [24] 

(resp., 2T−θ  [26]), if for each pair of distinct points x and y of X, there 

exist disjoint -γ open (resp., θ -open) subsets U and V of X containing       

x and y, respectively. 

Definition 3.11. A topological space ( )τ,X  is said to be θ -compact 

[26] (resp., -γ compact [25]), if every θ -open (resp., -γ open) cover of X has 

a finite subcover. A subset A of a topological space X is said to be           
compact-θ  relative to X, if every cover of A by θ -open subsets of X has a 

finite subcover of A. 

Definition 3.12 ([5]). A space X is called -γ regular, if for each 

-γ closed set F and each point ,Fx ∈/  there exist disjoint open sets U and 

V such that UF ⊂  and .Vx ∈  

Definition 3.13 ([5]). A space X is said to be -γ normal, if for every 

pair of disjoint -γ closed subsets 1F  and 2F  of X, there exist disjoint open 

sets U and V such that UF ⊂1  and .2 VF ⊂  

4. γ -Type Transitive Maps 

In this section, we generalize topologically transitive maps to -γ type 

transitive maps that implies transitive maps, but the convers not 
necessarily true. We define the γ -type transitive maps on a space ( )τ,X  

and -γ type minimal maps that implies minimal but not conversely, and 

we study some of their properties and prove some results associated with 
these new definitions. We investigate some properties and 
characterizations of such maps. 
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Definition 4.1. Recall that a subset A of a space X is called -γ dense 

in X if ( ) ,XACl =γ  we can define equivalent definition that a subset A is 

said to be -γ dense, if for any x in X either x in A or it is a γ -limit point 

for A. 

Remark 4.2. Any γ -dense subset in X intersects any -γ open set in 

X. 

Proof. Let A be a -γ dense subset in X, then by definition, 

( ) ,XACl =γ  and let φ≠U  be a -γ open set in X. Suppose that 

.φ=UA ∩  Therefore, cUB =  is -γ closed because B is the complement 

of -γ open and .BUA c =⊂  So ( ) ( ),BClACl γγ ⊂  i.e., ( ) ,BACl ⊂γ  but 

( ) ,XACl =γ  so ,BX ⊂  this contradicts that .φ≠U  

Definition 4.3. A function XXf →:  is called γ -irresolute, if the 

inverse image of each -γ open set is a -γ open set in X. 

Example 4.4. Let ( )τ,X  be a topological space such that 

{ }cbaX ,,=  and { }{ }.,,, baXφ=τ  Then ( ) { { } { },,,,, baXXO φ=τγ  

{ } { } { }}cbcaba ,,,,,  and the set of all -γ closed sets is ( ) { ,,, XXC φ=τγ  

{ } { } { } { } { }}.,,,,,, abccacb  Then define the map XXf →:  as follows: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ,,, bafccfabf ===  we have f is -γ irresolute because { }a  is 

-γ open and { }( ) { }baf =1  is -γ open; and { }b  is -γ open and { }( ) { }abf =1  

is -γ open and { }( ) { }babaf ,,1 =−  is -γ open; { }cb,  is -γ open and 

{ }( )cbf ,1  { }ca,=  is -γ open; so f is -γ irresolute. 

Definition 4.5. A subset A of a topological space ( )τ,X  is said to be 

nowhere -γ dense, if its -γ closure has an empty -γ interior, that is, 

( ( )) .φ=γγ AClint  
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We first introduce the definitions of topological γ -type transitive 

maps and -γ dense orbit. Let ( )τ,X  be a topological space, XXf →:  be 

-γ irresolute map. 

Definition 4.6. f is called γ -type transitive, if every pair of non-

empty -γ open sets U and V in X, there is a positive integer n such that 

( ) .φ≠∩ VUf n  

Definition 4.7. If for ,Xx ∈  the set { ( ) }N∈nxf n :  is dense in X, 

then x is said to have a dense orbit. If there exists such an ,Xx ∈  then    
f is said to have a dense orbit. 

Definition 4.8. A function XXf →:  is called rγ -homeomorphism 

if f is γ -irresolute bijective and XXf →− :1  is γ -irresolute. 

Definition 4.9. Two topological systems ( )nn xfxXXf =→ +1,:  

and ( )nn ygyYYg =→ +1,:  are said to be topologically rγ -conjugate, 

if there is rγ -homeomorphism YXh →:  such that (i.e.,hgfh =  

( )( ) ( )( )).xhgxfh =  We will call h a topological rγ -conjugacy. 

Remark 4.10. If { }…,,, 210 xxx  denotes an orbit of ( ),1 nn xfx =+  

then { ( ) ( ) ( ) }..,,, 221100 xhyxhyxhy ===  yields an orbit of g since 

( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ).11 nnnnn ygxhgxfhxhy ==== ++  In particular, h maps 

periodic orbits of f onto periodic orbits of g. 

We introduced and defined the new type of transitive in such a way 
that it is preserved under topologically rγ -conjugation. We can state the 

following proposition: 

Proposition 4.11. If XXf →:  and YYg →:  are topologically 
-rγ conjugate. Then 

(1) f is topologically -γ transitive if and only if g is topologically 

-γ transitive; 
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(2) f is -γ minimal if and only if g is -γ minimal; 

(3) f is topologically -γ mixing if and only if g is topologically 

-γ mixing. 

Associated with the new Definition 4.6, we can prove the following 
new theorem: 

Theorem 4.12. For a -γ irresolute map ,: XXf →  where X is a 

topological space, the following are equivalent: 

(1) f is topologically -γ type transitive; 

(2) any proper -γ closed subset ( ) AAfXA ⊆∋⊂  is nowhere 

-γ dense; 

(3) ( ) AAAfXA ,⊆∋⊆∀  is either γ -dense or nowhere γ -dense; 

(4) any subset ( ) AAfXA ⊆∋⊆ −1  with non-empty γ -interior is 

-γ dense. 

Proof. 

( ) ( ):21 ⇒  If f is topologically γ -type transitive and XA ⊆  is 

-γ closed and ( ) ,AAf ⊆  i.e., A is invariant), then AXV \=  is non-

empty and -γ open since it is the compliment of γ -closed. We cannot have 

( ) ,φ≠= γ AIntU  since f is -γ type transitive, so there exists some 1≥n  

such that ( ) ,φ≠∩ VUf n  contradicting the invariance of A. This shows A 

is nowhere -γ dense. 

( ) ( ):32 ⇒  Let XA ⊆  be invariant ( )( ).i.e., AAf ⊆  Then, since f is 

-γ irresolute ( ( )) ( )( ) ( ).AClAfClAClf γγγ ⊆⊆  This shows ( )AClγ  is 

invariant, so either ( ) XACl =γ  or A is nowhere -γ dense by (2). Thus 

either A is -γ dense or nowhere -γ dense. 
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( ) ( ):43 ⇒  Let XA ⊂  and ( ) AAf ⊂−1  with non-empty -γ interior. 

Then AX \  is invariant and hence either -γ dense or nowhere -γ dense 

by (3). But AX \  γ -dense gives ( ) φ=γ AInt  contrary to hypothesis, so 

AX \  must be nowhere -γ dense. This gives ( ) ,\ φ=γ AXInt  so A is 

-γ dense. 

( ) ( ):24 ⇒  Let XA ⊂  be -γ closed and invariant. Then AXU \=  is 

non-empty and -γ open, so U is -γ dense by (4), so we have ( ) .φ=γ AInt  

Thus A is nowhere -γ dense. 

However, conditions (2), (3), and (4) do not implies condition (1), as an 
example we give a function, which has a -γ dense orbit but which is not 

topologically -γ type transitive as follows. 

Example 4.13. Let { }yxX ,=  with { } { }{ }Xyx ,,,φ=τγ  and let 

XXf →:  be defined as the constant function ( ) ( ) .yyfxf ==  

Namely, the orbit of x is -γ dense. But f is not topologically -γ type 

transitive: If we choose { }yU =  and { },xV =  then there is no n with 

( ) .φ≠∩ VUf n  

5. Minimal Systems 

By a topological system ( ),, fX  we mean a topological space X 

together with a continuous map .: XXf →  The space X is sometimes 
called the phase space of the system ( )., fX  A subset X of A is called         

f -invariant if ( ) .AAf ⊆  

Definition 5.1. A system ( )fX ,  is called minimal if X does not 

contain any non-empty, proper, closed f-invariant subset. In such a case, 
we also say that the map f itself is minimal. 
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Given a point x in a system ( ) ( ) { ( ) ( ) }…,,,,, 2 xfxfxxOfX f =  

denotes its orbit (by an orbit we mean a forward orbit even if f is a 
homeomorphism) and ( )xfω  denotes its ω -limit set, i.e., the set of limit 

points of the sequence ( ) ( ) .,,, 2 …xfxfx  

The following conditions are equivalent: 

(1) ( )fX ,  is minimal. 

(2) Every orbit is dense in X. 

(3) ( ) Xxf =ω  for every .Xx ∈  

A minimal map f is necessarily surjective if X is assumed to be 
Hausdorff and compact. Now, we will study the existence of minimal sets. 
Given a dynamical system ( ),, fX  a set XA ⊆  is called a minimal set if 

it is non-empty, closed, and invariant and if no proper subset of A has 
these three properties. So, XA ⊆  is a minimal set if and only if 

( )AfA,  is a minimal system. A system ( )fX ,  is minimal if and only if 

X is a minimal set in ( )., fX  The basic fact discovered by Birkhoff is that 

in any compact system ( ),, fX  there are minimal sets. This follows 

immediately from the Zorn’s lemma. Since any orbit closure is invariant, 
we get that any compact orbit closure contains a minimal set. This is how 
compact minimal sets may appear in non-compact spaces. Two minimal 
sets in ( )fX ,  either are disjoint or coincide. A minimal set A is strongly              

f-invariant, i.e., ( )Af  is a subset of A, provided it is compact Hausdorff. 

A topological system ( )fX ,  is called -γ minimal, if X does not contain 

any non-empty, proper, -γ closed f-invariant subset. In such a case, we 

also say that the map f itself is -γ minimal. Let us begin with an 

equivalent definition. 
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Definition 5.2 ( γ -minimal). Let X be a topological space and f be 

-γ continuous function on X. Then ( )fX ,  is called -γ minimal system (or f 

is called -γ minimal function on X), if one of the three equivalent 

conditions hold: 

(1) The orbit of each point of X is -γ dense in X. 

(2) ( ( )) XxOCl f =γ  for each .Xx ∈  

(3) Given Xx ∈  and a nonempty -γ open ,XU ⊂  there exists N∈n  

such that ( ) .Uxf n ∈  

Theorem 5.3. For topological system ( ),, fX  the following statements 

are equivalent: 

(1) f is a  -γ minimal function. 

(2) If E is a -γ closed subset of X with ( ) ,EEf ⊂  we say E is 

invariant. Then φ=E  or .XE =  

(3) If U is a nonempty γ -open subset of X, then ( ) .
0

XUf n
n

=∪ −
∞

=
 

Proof. 

(1) ⇒  (2): If ,φ≠A  let .Ax ∈  Since A is invariant and γ -closed, i.e., 

( ) ,AACl =γ  so ( ( )) .AxOCl f ⊂γ  On the other hand, ( ( )) .XxOCl f =γ  

Therefore .XA =  

(2) ⇒  (3): Let ( ).\
0

UfXA n
n

−
∞

=
∪=  Since U is nonempty, XA ≠  and 

since U is open-γ  and f is -γ irresolute, A is γ -closed. Also ( ) ,AAf ⊂  so 

A must be an empty set. 
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(3) ⇒  (1): Let Xx ∈  and U be a nonempty open-γ  subset of X. Since 

( ).
0

UfXx n
n

−
∞

=
∪=∈  Therefore ( )Ufx n−∈  for some .0>n  So 

( ) .Uxf n ∈  

Proposition 5.4. Let X be a γ -compact space without isolated point, 

if there exists a -γ dense orbit, that is there exists Xx ∈0  such that the set 
( )0xOf  is -γ dense, then the function f is γ -type transitive. 

Proof. Let Xx ∈0  be such that ( )0xOf  is -γ dense in X. Given any pair 

VU ,  of -γ open subsets of X, by -γ density, there exists n such that 

( ) ,0 Uxf n ∈  but ( )0xOf  is -γ dense implies that ( ( ))0xfO n
f  is -γ dense, 

so by Remark 4.2 intersects V, i.e., there exists m such that ( ( )) .0 Vxff nm ∈  

Therefore ( ) ( ) .0 VUfxf mnm ∩∈+  That is, ( ) .ϕ≠∩ VUf m  So f is -γ type 
transitive. 

6. Conclusion 

There are the main results of this paper: 

Proposition 6.1. Every topologically -γ transitive map is a 

topologically transitive map as every open set is -γ open set, but the 

converse not necessarily true. 

Proposition 6.2. Every imalmin-γ  map is a minimal map as every 

open set is -γ open set, but the converse not necessarily true. 

Theorem 6.3. For an -γ irresolute map ,: XXf →  where X is a 

topological space, the following are equivalent: 

(1) f is topologically type-γ  transitive; 

(2) any proper -γ closed subset ( ) AAfXA ⊆∋⊂  is nowhere 
-γ dense; 

(3) ( ) ,AAfXA ⊆∋⊆∀  A is either -γ dense or nowhere -γ dense; 
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(4) any subset ( ) AAfXA ⊆∋⊆ −1  with non-empty -γ interior is 

-γ dense. 

Theorem 6.4. For a topological system ( ),, fX  the following 

statements are equivalent: 

(1) f is a imalmin-γ  function. 

(2) If E is a -γ closed subset of X with ( ) ,EEf ⊂  we say E is 

invariant. Then φ=E  or .XE =  

(3) If U is a nonempty -γ open subset of X, then ( ) .
0

XUf n
n

=∪ −
∞

=
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